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feeling, and thought are frequently on a much lower level than
individual modes: they may also be on a higher level. In a
crowd individuality is damped down: it is difficult for in-
dividuals to realize themselves as members of a mere crowd,
although doubtless the higher forms of social group enable
them to do so. Certainly the collective modes of being con-
scious must proceed in some mysterious way from the indi-
vidual modes, but they are in the nature more of a resultant
than a sum or average of these modes.
The fact is that "where two or three are gathered together"
new forces are at work, welding the individuals into a new
organism. Such forces, no doubt, reside in individual minds,
but they need the presence of others to bring them into play,
and are meaningless apart from their social reference. What
are these forces?
Certain of the instincts themselves have a social reference.
Clearly the gregarious impulse is the first force that brings the
social group into being. Then the instincts of self-assertion
and self-abasement have no meaning apart from society.
Given the gregarious instinct to begin with, it is these two
powerful adjuncts to it which bring about the organization of
the social group. Just as the different cells in the body take
on specialized functions, so, when a collection of individuals
becomes a social organism, different people, under the sway
of the instincts of assertion and submission, assume the rdles
of leader and led.
The principal factor in producing the crowd effect may be
comprehensively termed * mimesis,9 to use the word suggested
by Sir T. Percy Nunn. Under mimesis we include all forms
of imitation—of feeling, of thought, and of action. Sym-
pathy, suggestion, and imitation, indeed, are manifestations
of the gregarious instinct in feeling, thought, and action re-
spectively, and in them we have the inevitable triangle of
collective consciousness. Let us examine them separately.
Sympathy is, literally, feeling with others. When two or
more people are together an emotion experienced by one
tends to be transferred to the others. In order to account for
this phenomenon some postulate a hypothesis of telepathy,

